UNIQUE CYBER TRAINING FOR JOURNALISTS
LIMITED SEATS AVAILABLE

Register today and receive a $300 travel, hotel and transportation reimbursement

GET UP TO SPEED +++ GET ON THE FRONT PAGE+++OR GET A BETTER JOB

*Learn how cyber thieves steal the government’s secrets and yours too.

*Learn to report on cyber warfare, intrusions into banking, credit card, power companies

*Discover how ill prepared police are to catch cyber stalkers

*See your digital exhaust and figure out how to explain it to your readers

Designed to help journalists better understand, investigate, and explain cyber issues. We are behind the curve in this field of reporting.

Funded by the Hewlett Foundation’s Cyber Initiative whose goal is to “help develop a cybersecurity field capable of developing thoughtful, long-term solutions to the whole range of complex technical and public policy problems posed by the

Speakers/moderators:

Mark Lowenthal former senior CIA officer and president of the Intelligence & Security Academy
Ellen Nakashima award-winning Washington Post cyber intel reporter
Ron Gula former NSA penetration expert, CEO of Tenable Network Security and big thinker
Siobhan Gorman former award-winning NSA reporter, The Wall Street Journal
Herb Lin Stanford University cyber warfare
Michael Hamilton former information security chief, city of Seattle, and head of Critical Informatics, Inc
Bruce Auster NPR senior editor
Hasan Erali acclaimed artist and UMD scholar
Ashley Messenger NPR associate general counsel
Patrick O’Shea UMD’s director of research
Lucy Dalglish Dean, Merrill School of Journalism, media rights lawyer, moderator
Dana Priest Knight Chair, award-winning Washington Post reporter, workshop curator and moderator